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Today’s agenda
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Review evaluation requirements

2

Hiring and working with an evaluator

3

Tips from veteran colleagues
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ISBE 21st CCLC Program Objectives
1

Participants in the program will demonstrate increased academic achievement.

2

Participants will demonstrate an increased involvement in school activities and will have
opportunities in other subject areas such as technology, arts, music, theater, and sports and other
recreation activities.

3

Participants in the program will demonstrate social benefits and exhibit positive behavioral changes.
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The 21st CCLC programs will provide opportunities for the community to be involved and will increase
family involvement of the participating children.
Programs will provide opportunities, with priority given to all students who are lowest performing
and in the greatest need of academic assistance.
Professional development will be offered by the programs and ISBE to meet the needs of the
program, staff, and students.
Projects will create sustainability plans to continue the programs beyond the federal funding period.
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Statewide Evaluation: Grantee Requirements
ü Annual Statewide Evaluation Survey for each grant (May-June 2022)
• Descriptive implementation information (types of activities, progress in areas
of implementation)
• Teacher survey data (More on this below)

üAPR data and student roster information submitted to the IIRC
system for each term
• Schedule shared by ISBE, support provided by NIU team

üAnnual local evaluation report for each grant (FY23 due in November
2022)
• Template for FY22 on ISBE website; template for FY23 will be similar
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Collecting Teacher Surveys
§ New GPRA requirements: Collect surveys for all participants in grades 1-5. You
may still collect teacher surveys from other grades to inform your evaluation.
§ At a minimum, must include (reported to APR):
§ Homework completion
§ Classroom participation
§ Classroom behavior

§ You will need to administer the survey by the end of the school year and report
data on the Annual Evaluation Survey in June 2022. Begin coordinating with
schools now to develop a data collection plan.
§ Check out this presentation for more support on the teacher survey, including
examples.
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FINDING AND WORKING
WITH AN EVALUATOR
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Internal vs External Evaluators
Internal Evaluator

External Evaluator

Expertise

• Firsthand knowledge of the
program, content, organization’s
policies and/or practices

• Skills and exposure based on a wide
range of methods, practices that can be
useful to incorporate

Perceived
bias

• May be perceived as “too close” to
the program

• Perceived impartiality

Availability

• Readily available for meetings,
spontaneous data collection

• If local, can be available or use
telecommunications when needed

Cost

• If on salary, can cost less; however,
depends on other
roles/projects/responsibilities

• Fees can be high; can be cost-effective
when evaluation is part-time or limited
in duration

Org.
Investment

• Can build organization’s capacity to
support evaluation

• Can bring in outside expertise and build
a culture of evaluation within an
organization
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Hiring an evaluator: What should you look for?
Area

Look for…

Education and experience

• A degree in education research or evaluation
• Training and experience in evaluation design, data collection, data analysis
and effective reporting

Content knowledge

• Experience in and/or knowledge of afterschool, education, and/or youth
development

Cultural competence

• Familiarity with and sensitivity to the population and community being
served

Communication skills

• Responsiveness and participation in regular communications
• Examples of high-quality, useful reports?

Project management

• Comfort with managing multiple sites, program components, and kinds or
levels of reporting
• Strategies for managing timelines and data collection

Time and money

• An understanding of the time and effort required to do the work
• An evaluation plan that is feasible within the allotted budget
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Working with your evaluator: Clarify roles and
responsibilities
Project Director Responsibilities

Evaluator Responsibilities

Monitor funder reporting guidelines and
requirements and communicate them to the
evaluator

Plan the evaluation to meet guidelines and agree
about process and expectations for reporting

Clarify outcomes and articulate definitions of
success

Design evaluation that aligns with outcomes,
including indicators and measures

Communicate with staff about data collection
activities and expectations

Develop data collection protocols, instruments, and
timelines and review with staff

Ensure that during data collection activities are Collect data in a timely and efficient manner at
as consistent as possible
designated times
Train and support staff in data collection as needed
Communicate regularly
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Finding an evaluator: Where to look
American Evaluation Association (www.eval.org)
Nearby universities (education, community
development, evaluation departments)
Ask your colleagues! Connect with local school
districts and community-based organizations for
referrals
How did you find your evaluator? Let us know in the chat!
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Working with your evaluator:
Discuss reporting needs and requirements
Do you need…
§ An executive summary?
§ Information by site?
§ Reports for different
audiences?
§ Data visualizations?
§ Cat videos?
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Working with your evaluator:
Collaborate on your reports
Ø Think of the reporting process as an exchange between
the program and the evaluator
Ø Allow for internal review of drafts; your evaluator should
be interested in your feedback
Visit our
Ø But, don’t whitewash results
Ø Include your evaluator in dissemination efforts
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presentation from
the Project Director's
meeting on October
27th for details on
high quality
evaluation reports.
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Working with your evaluator: Process and
product
Designate a program staff person to serve as the primary
contact for your evaluator (Project Director or other staff)
Set up regular check-ins with your evaluator, such as a
monthly phone call, to share both program and evaluation
updates.
After the evaluation report, meet to discuss the evaluation
process as well as the results.
Your evaluation should be used, not immediately filed away!
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Let’s hear from your colleagues
• What have you learned from evaluating
your previous/existing grants that will
shape what you do for this new grant?
• What advice do you have for a brand new
grantee starting their evaluation?
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Miguel Chavez,
National Museum of
Mexican Art
April Langworthy,
Columbia College
Chicago
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Resources
§ American Evaluation Association. This national association offers
a Find An Evaluator database and a variety of other resources.
§ Afterschool Impacts Database: Afterschool Evaluation Resources.
This website includes basic background on evaluation, tips for
finding an evaluator, and a variety of evaluation resources.
§ Principal Investigator’s Guide: Managing Evaluation in Informal
STEM Education Projects. This guide, while written with a focus
on STEM programs, provides useful strategies to help project
directors integrate evaluation into their programs.
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QUESTIONS?
Contact the evaluation team with
questions and suggestions:
21stCCLC.Evaluation@edc.org
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